MARKET HIGHLIGHT

Hungarian OTC gas deals boosted as
new entrants test market
By David Simon July 2017

There were 26 over-the-counter (OTC) natural gas
trades on the Hungarian MGP market submitted to ICIS
in May, the first time any have been reported since April
2016, with new entrants reportedly testing the market.

A shipper on one end of some of the deals told ICIS that
the counterparties were new players on the Hungarian
market. “I can tell you they were new ones, not regulars,”
he said.

Local traders suggested the deals were likely to have
been companies sourcing volumes for delivery to
Ukraine.

Ukrainian storage injection demand is a key driver for the
Hungarian market in the summer period and shippers
expect more OTC MGP trades in the coming months.

A regional broker said: “MGP has been traded by
companies who are delivering to Ukraine, as
transporting via MGP is cheaper during the summer
time.”

Ukraine’s government said on Monday that the country is
aiming to have 17 billion cubic metres of gas in storage
by 1 October.

Most of the trades were on the day-ahead contract, but
BOM, Weekend, Saturday and Sunday transactions
were also reported.
Hungarian flows through the Beregdaroc point, on the
border to Ukraine, averaged 4.55 million cubic metres
(mcm)/day in May, down by 0.25mcm/day compared to
April, according to ICIS data.
The flow data suggested that export volumes rose to
12mcm/day in the last week of June, when 33% of the
reported OTC volume was dealt.

OTC market poised for growth?
According to one trader, major European energy
companies active in Ukraine are testing the Hungarian
market, which could lead to more OTC gas trade in the
coming months.
He said: “There is interest from European trading
powerhouses to open positions on the MGP and these
companies are used to OTC trading.”
OTC deals on the Hungarian market have been limited in
recent years, with most trade happening bilaterally or
through the CEEGEX exchange.
Market sources polled by ICIS said that low liquidity is
discouraging participation.
“I think low liquidity is one reason. I don’t think companies
would spend their resources on the OTC, if they see there
is no trading,” a Hungarian shipper said.
Sources previously told ICIS that the MGP hub needs
more participants in order to increase liquidity, but regular
daily trading activity will be necessary for this to happen.
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Stay informed on the European Spot Gas Markets
This market update is part of the ICIS European Spot Gas Markets (ESGM) daily
report which provides you with the latest prices, news and expert analysis on
the current day’s trading. This comprehensive service is essential for industry
participants, offering insights into key gas hubs, as well as a holistic view of
regional conditions and the market outlook.
With two decades of expertise in price reporting for natural gas, the ESGM is the
most widely used report, with Heren indices and price assessments being used as a
benchmark for decades.
We publish independent price assessments and Heren indices for the British NBP,
Dutch TTF, German NCG and GASPOOL, Belgian Zeebrugge and ZTP, French
PEG Nord and TRS, Italian PSV, Austrian VTP, Czech VTP, Spanish PVB, Slovak
VTP and Turkey markets.

Request a FREE sample report

Other essential resources from ICIS include:
European Gas Markets
This report provides a fortnightly roundup of the latest prices and developments in Europe’s
natural gas markets. With comprehensive insights into hot topics and issues shaping the
industry, and a strong focus on supplier countries and routes, it’s a must-read for market
participants wanting to stay ahead of their competitors.

Request a FREE sample report

Continental Gas Snapshot
The daily digest of the European gas market helps you stay ahead of the latest prices and
developments in key European gas markets. With price assessments and Heren indices for
the Dutch TTF and Belgian Zeebrugge hubs, as well as expert commentary on market drivers
across Europe, it’s an essential read for international gas players and analysts.

Request a FREE sample report
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